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The Current State of Component Content Management: An
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Abstract—Research problem: The widespread adoption of component content management in organizations calls
for a comprehensive summary of the territory of this phenomenon. A summary provides stakeholders in component
content management with a sense of how the practice has evolved and its implications to research, theory, and
future practice. The last such review was published in 2003. This integrative literature review is intended to fill
the gap in the literature by describing the current state of component content management as presented in the
current publications. Research questions: How is “content” currently defined, described, and approached in the
component content-management literature? What processes and tools are organizations adopting to achieve the goals
of component content management? Literature review: The theoretical orientation of this review is Rhetorical Genre
theory, which allows for classifying individual components as a genre characterized by granularity, reusability, and
potentiality. Component content management gained recognition in the mid-1990s when early adopter organizations
were looking for more efficient and effective approaches to reusing information between similar products or versions
of the same product. Developments in the 2000s include a surge of publications focused on defining and describing
component content management; new best practices for implementing a component content-management initiative;
evolving processes and technologies for creating highly engineered, modular content that can automatically adjust
to specific user requests and device capabilities; and collaborative efforts to integrate content creation and
management strategies across organizational units. Scholarly and trade publications increasingly explore different
concerns; whereas scholarly publications tend to offer critical perspectives on component content management, trade
publications tend to describe processes and technologies and articulate best practices. Both focus on the goals of
component content management, such as single sourcing, content reuse, multichannel publishing, and the structured
content components required to achieve these goals. Methodology: To answer the research questions, we reviewed
the body of literature on component content management. To do so, we searched library databases, Google, and
Amazon.com for articles and books in both the scholarly and trade literature; we also sought out publications
by well-known voices in component content management who direct successful consultant and/or research
organizations. We then classified selected publications in relation to research questions and identified themes within
each research question. The review did not explore other types of content management. Results and conclusions:
Current component content-management literature suggests that component content management has evolved from a
practice focused on single sourcing and reuse strategies for product documentation to a mature discipline concerned
with designing pre-sales and post-sales information products for a multitude of devices and delivery channels. In
recent years, trade publications have led the way to standardizing the discipline's core concepts, methodologies,
processes, and technologies, such as structured content, structured authoring, single sourcing, component-based
content strategy, Extensible Markup Language authoring tools, and component-content-management systems.
Scholarly publications, however, have had comparatively little impact on advancing the discipline of component
content management because only a handful of publications have focused on the topic and almost no crosstalk exists
between these publications and the trade literature. Several questions about the practices of component content
management still need to be answered, particularly in the areas of multilingual communication and content quality
and usability. Based on the results of the literature review, we call for a coherent, robust, and ambitious component
content-management research agenda that addresses topics such as content quality and usability, the diffusion
of content-management systems, and global content management and that leads to studies that both advance
scholarship and improve component content-management practice.

Index Terms— Component content management, content strategy, information reuse, modular content, multichannel
publishing, single sourcing, structured content.

Component content management is an
interdisciplinary area of practice that impacts
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various kinds of knowledge work in today's
organizations. More specifically, component content
management is a set of methodologies, processes,
and technologies that rely on the principles of
reuse, granularity, and structure to allow writers
to author, review, and repurpose organizational
content as small components. Structured, modular,
reusable components of content—the foundation
of component content management—undergo
multiple changes over time and, when assembled,
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realize multiple types of organizational information
products in multiple outputs and delivery channels.

Decisions regarding an organization's overall
strategy for creating, managing, and publishing
content are often made by cross-disciplinary
teams of content strategists, business analysts,
information architects, and information
technologists [1]. Knowledge workers contributing
content to shared content repositories increasingly
include information developers, subject matter
experts, marketing and training specialists, product
managers, as well as others. Software vendors and
engineers, too, have a vested interest in component
content management, as the tools they design
largely shape component content-management
practice. The field that has been impacted most,
however, is unquestionably that of technical and
professional communication, where component
content management originated and where
communication design, particularly the design
of information products, is the focus of practice
and the object of study. Component content
management has redefined what it means to
be a communicator and conduct technical and
professional communication work.

Despite the magnitude of changes brought on
by component content management and its vast
impact on the field of technical and professional
communication, no comprehensive review of the
literature has been published since Williams's
2003 study, which examined the state and
implications of single sourcing [2]. But much has
changed since Williams's study, most notably
the rate of component content-management
adoption in industry: results of three independent
surveys indicate that adoption has reached
critical mass [3]–[5]. The lack of a comprehensive
source that maps the territory of the component
content-management literature, we argue, has
made it difficult for technical and professional
communication practitioners, researchers,
and educators, as well as other component
content-management stakeholders, to gain a
broad understanding of how the component
content-management discipline has evolved and
the implications of this evolution.

To address this gap and map the territory of
component content management, we undertook
an integrative literature review of the component
content-management literature. Our goal was
to provide component content-management
stakeholders with a comprehensive report on how
this evolving discipline of practice has impacted

information development and management work.
Our goal was also to describe the implications
of this impact for technical and professional
communication research, theory, and practice. To
combine these two goals, we needed to elucidate
what content means in the context of component
content management and what is involved in
managing such content. As a result, this integrative
literature review focused on the following two
research questions:

• How is “content” currently defined,
described, and approached in the component
content-management literature?

• What processes and tools are organizations
adopting to achieve the goals of component
content management?

In what follows, we describe how current literature
on component content management answers
these questions. We first explain the theoretical
framework that helped formulate the questions and
guided the review; we also clarify how the evolution
of component content management and its current
state of development influenced our approach. We
then justify our choice of methodology, describe the
criteria we used to select literature, and provide
details on how we collected, analyzed, and validated
our data. We next present the results of our search
as answers to our two specific research questions.
In each answer, we characterize the publications
that we identified and summarize definitions and
descriptions of the key terms and core issues
discussed. We conclude by assessing strengths
and deficiencies of the literature and describing
the implications of our study for research,
theory, and practice in technical and professional
communication. We also discuss study limitations
and directions for future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section focuses on the theoretical foundations
of this integrative literature review. We first describe
the theoretical orientation of the review, Rhetorical
Genre theory, and clarify how it is connected with
the discipline of component content management.
We then explain how the emphasis in component
content-management research and practice shifted
over the years, first stressing how component
content management is different from other types
of content management (e.g., enterprise content
management, web content management) and later
stressing how component content management is
the foundation of an integrated content strategy,
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which aspires to combine different types of content
management.

Theoretical Orientation In articulating the
theoretical foundation of component content
management as a phenomenon, we relied on
Rhetorical Genre theory to distinguish components
as a genre that, in its current form, allows
organizational units to collaborate on creating
information products. In its most common
definition, a genre is a rhetorical action that is
typified and socially recognized based on recurrent
situations; members of organizations use genres
for specific communicative and collaborative
purposes [6], [7]. To be characterized as a genre, a
phenomenon needs to “provide a relatively stable,
easily interpreted way of addressing or mediating
recurrent situations” [8]. Structured, modular,
reusable components of content do exactly that:
Through their dynamic and adaptive, yet highly
structured nature, they provide communicators
a way of mediating organizational tasks and
relationships by facilitating shared understandings
of their potential uses and reuses.

The genre lens for studying content management
is not new. Honkaranta argued for the usefulness
of the genre lens for examining content in
organizations even when this content is not
considered a document in their study of content
management [9]. McCarthy et al. also relied on
Rhetorical Genre theory to generate

a broader understanding of the writing system
as an intermediated series of typified responses
to stimuli recurring within the complex social
context of the workplace. [10, p. 373]

The genre lens is particularly useful for
conceptualizing component content management
because it allows classifying individual components
as a genre characterized not only by granularity
that enables reuse, but also by potentiality that
stems from their dynamic, adaptive, and structured
nature.

Evolution of Component Content Management
The mid-1990s marked the beginning of the
era of component content management. In this
period, early adopter technical and professional
communication work groups began to transition
from a desktop publishing to component
content-management approach to information
development. A component content-management
approach promised to help these groups do more
with less, improve content quality and consistency,

and keep pace with shorter product development
cycles. Because the main purpose of the new
approach originally was to reuse information
between similar products or versions of the same
product efficiently and effectively, component
content management was most commonly
associated with technical publication departments
and centered on product documentation.

In the early 2000s, the field of technical and
professional communication saw a surge of trade
and scholarly publications focused on defining
and describing component content management,
though at the time the term single sourcing was
used most often to characterize the new approach
[2], [11]–[18]. Single sourcing in this period was
usually defined as a strategy for writing small
content units once and reusing them many times
[12], [18]. The surge in publications represented
interest on behalf of both technical and professional
communication practitioners and academics to
better understand the what, why, and how of
component content management.

As the mid-2000s approached (and as more
technical and professional communication work
groups attempted to transition to component
content management), concern grew over the vast
number of problematic and failed component
content-management implementations [19]–[23].
The result was a wave of trade publications focused
on best practices for implementing a component
content-management initiative, and particularly
a component content-management system, or
package of integrated technologies [Extensible
Markup Language (XML) authoring tools, schemas
or document-type definitions (DTDs), database
platforms, and publishing engines] used to collect,
manage, and publish large quantities of content
units. These publications identified a lack of
analysis and strategic planning as a root cause
of most problematic and failed implementations
[24]–[31]. Component content-management
consultant groups responded with an array
of resources—from conferences to webinars to
books—that offered planning and implementation
guidance for component content-management
initiatives. In an effort to standardize terminology
and reduce confusion around the different kinds
of content management (e.g., enterprise content
management, web content management, document
content management), the content management
industry officially adopted the term component
content management in 2008, when CMS Watch
published the XML & Component Content
Management Report.
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In the 2010s, the component content-management
conversation has evolved yet again. Maturing
technologies, such as Web 2.0, content-
management systems, high-speed networks, and
XML-based languages and standards, coupled
with the explosion of web-enabled mobile devices,
have made possible what many key voices in
component content management have called the
next generation of content (e.g., [32]–[36]). This
content is highly engineered, modular content that
is not limited to any “one purpose, technology, or
output” [35, p. 52]. Its adaptability and portability
make it possible for organizations to create more of
it, “more quickly, customized for more customers
and for more media than ever before” [37, p. 270].
To create and manage such content, however,
organizations are having to think more strategically
about the nature and function of their content.

Component content management has now
outgrown the realm of product documentation
created in technical publication departments. It
has become an important part of brand building; it
includes various types of pre-sales and post-sales
information products that all need to deliver a
uniform message. Component content management
holds the promise of enabling content design for
a multitude of devices and delivery channels and,
thus, fulfills organizational goals of integration
and convergence. In particular, the relevance
of component content management has grown
exponentially for web content management, as
enterprise-wide requirements call for new ways of
structuring and processing web and marketing
content (e.g., when a website needs to facilitate
access to content from across an organization). It
is noteworthy here that several key voices in web
content management have joined the conversation
on component content management, and they
often remind their readers that component
content management originated in the technical
communication space, where an impressive
amount of work has been done. These key voices
stress that component content management
often does not receive enough attention within
organizations and suggest that this will soon
change because structured, componentized content
is key to enabling mobile outputs [36], [38]–[40].
Wachter–Boettcher further highlights current
limitations of the component content-management
conversation, including a lack of focus on the
editorial and experiential side of structured content,
a focus that would make structured content more
interesting and useful for web content-management
professionals [36], [38].

As the topic of integrated content strategy is
taking center stage, a number of component
content-management key voices have published
best practices books to help organizations think
more strategically about their content goals and
the processes required to support those goals.
Unfortunately, scholarly publications in technical
and professional communication have seemingly
struggled to keep pace with the evolving component
content–management conversation in practitioner
realms; in the 2010s, only eight scholary articles
have been published on component content
management.

METHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain our approach to studying
the body of literature on component content
management. We start by explaining why we chose
the integrative literature review as a research
methodology to answer our research questions. We
then describe our criteria for literature selection
and finish by discussing how we collected,
analyzed, and validated the data.

Choice of Research Methodology When
conceptualizing our study, we wanted to provide
current and future component content-management
stakeholders, including practitioners, researchers,
and educators, with a comprehensive report on
the state of current literature concerning the
developments in component content management
and the implications of these developments
for information development and management
work. We were particularly interested in mapping
the territory of this emerging discipline for
practitioners who may be asked to contribute to
their organization's efforts to adopt component
content management. After carefully considering
several research methodologies, we decided to use
the method of the integrative literature review.

As a distinctive form of research, integrative
literature reviews help generate new knowledge
about the topic reviewed. Torraco suggests that
such literature reviews are warranted “when there
is a change in a trend or direction of a phenomenon
and how it is reported, and when research emerges
in different fields” [41, p. 359]. The author also
suggests that reviews are valuable when “new
or emerging topics would benefit from holistic
conceptualization and synthesis” [41, p. 359]. The
conceptual approach of an integrative literature
review fulfilled the following research goals and
criteria for our study:
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• Achieve comprehensive results by including
theoretical and trade literature, as well as
research publications based on a variety of
methodologies.

• Synthesize research in a transparent and
reproducible way.

• Remove researcher bias.
• Examine a fast-changing phenomenon.
• Bridge potentially contradictory evidence. First,
it helped us to bring together discussions
in trade and scholarly publications to see
how guidelines or recommendations in these
disparate publications diverge and overlap.
(Scholarly publications tend not to refer to trade
publications and vice-versa.) Second, it helped us
bring together discussions among the key voices
in trade publications who each direct successful
consultant and/or research organizations. Since
these organizations compete for business, they
tend not to reference each other's work, and they
tend to use different terms to describe different
aspects of component content management,
including recommended best practices.

Selection of Literature for the Review As
we discussed earlier in this manuscript, only a
handful of scholarly publications have focused
on component content management in recent
years, but trade publications have abounded and,
thus, have largely shaped the discourse on this
topic. These differing levels of interest in and
publication output for a given topic characterize
the academia-practitioner divide in technical and
professional communication—a long-time point of
discussion (e.g., [42]–[50]).

Our selection of literature for this review was guided
by our goal of creating a comprehensive, unbiased
picture of the component content-management
territory. As a result, we needed to consider
what the term literature means in the context
of the component content-management body of
knowledge. For this literature review to be truly
integrative, we agreed that literature needed
to extend across the academy-industry divide
and include both scholarly and trade sources.
This understanding of literature, we argue,
helped us to avoid bias and to create a dialogue
between scholars and practitioners in professional
and technical communication. This extended
understanding of literature required including
sources that underwent blind peer-review as well
as publications that did not. In this context,
literature encompassed peer-reviewed publications,
professional publications and websites with a
third-party editor, and professional self-published

sources (e.g., blogs). We refer to professional
publications as trade literature in this review.

At the same time, all sources of literature that
became part of this review had to fulfill five criteria:

• be widely accessible (e.g., not require membership
to a group at the time of a particular discussion);

• have the potential to shape the discourse on
component content management (e.g., be cited
or referenced by other sources or have multiple
replies/comments);

• be directly related to professional and technical
communication work;

• focus specifically on component content
management (as different from other types of
content management);

• be in English, since publications in English tend
to be the most widely disseminated [51].

The academia-industry divide also influenced the
currency of the sources we chose to include in our
literature review. Component content management
is a rapidly evolving phenomenon, and since
our goal was to summarize new, cutting-edge
developments, we initially decided to focus on
publications that appeared between January 2009
and April 2014. However, in reality, determining
the currency proved to be an iterative process.
With several trial runs, we found numerous trade
publications, but very few blind peer-reviewed
sources, particularly by academic authors.
Considering the length of the blind peer-review
process, we extended our search of publications
that employ such a review process to 10 years
(2004–2014). This approach revealed several
additional publications, but had a caveat—because
it may take up to three years for a publication to
appear in the blind peer-reviewed journal since the
conception of an article, the conceptual range of
blind peer-review publications expanded slightly
beyond the 10-year timeframe.

To focus our discussion, we also limited our
review of the literature to publications that
specifically addressed text-based content. Although
graphics, videos, and other media are considered
content and can be reused and single sourced,
these materials are easiest to reuse in their
entirety. Whole documents, however, are not as
effective when reused this way. The component
content-management literature is thus most
concerned with the processes required to develop
and manage text-based content components. We
also decided to limit our review to content produced
by organizations as opposed to content produced
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by users, or user-generated content. Some
organizations are beginning to cycle user-generated
content into component-based publishing
workflows, but controlling for quality and regulating
how users write and structure content has not yet
been a central focus of discussion in the component
content-management literature.

How Data Were Collected We collected data
from both scholarly and trade publications to gain
a full picture of the developments in component
content management and implications of this
evolution for information development and
management work in general and technical and
professional communication work in particular.
To gain this picture, we first determined the key
words for our literature search. We relied on our
overview of the evolution of component content
management and our definition of component
content management, viewed through the lens of
Rhetorical Genre theory. Content in this definition
is granular, structured, and reusable, possessing
the potentiality to be repurposed in multiple
outputs for multiple audiences. It becomes part
of an organization's integrated content strategy,
where collaboration and reuse occur across
departments. These developments in component
content management introduce changes in the
goals and underlying strategies and technologies of
information development and management.

Because our literature review included scholarly
and trade sources, we relied on both specialized
databases and broad search engines to ensure that
we did not miss publications accessible through
only one or the other. We specifically searched titles
and full texts in

(1) the Arizona State University; the University
of California, Davis; and University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee library databases,
including Academic Search Complete
(EBSCO), Business Source Complete, General
Science Full Text (EBSCO), IEEE Xplore,
ScienceDirect (Elsevier), and Web of Science;
we searched these databases for books, book
chapters, and articles;

(2) www.amazon.com and Google Books for book
titles and book chapters and Google Scholar
for articles.

The search was an iterative process. We conducted
several trial runs with the keyword categories,
refining and modifying the keywords to gain the
best possible results. We used the Boolean special

characters to optimize the keywords and “” to
search for exact phrasings, as well as the Boolean
terms AND, OR, and NOT to look for overlapping
concepts and reduce the number of false positives.
As a result, we used the following list of keywords
for each database and search engine: component
AND content, content AND structured, content
AND granular , content AND modular , “content
strategy,” single-sourc /single sourc , content AND
re-us /reus .

In addition to the literature found through
our broad search of the databases and search
engines, we specifically sought out publications
by well-known voices in component content
management who direct successful consultant
and/or research organizations. We included
widely cited and referenced trade publications of
the organizations that they direct (Rockley—The
Rockley Group; Hackos—CIDM/Comtech Services;
Gollner—Gnostyx Research; Bailie—Intentional
Design; O'Keefe—Scriptorium Publishing;
Urbina—Urbina Consulting; Swisher—Content
Rules; Jones—Content Science).

After the search was complete, we compiled results
into a spreadsheet and looked through publications
referenced in this initial list to make sure our data
were comprehensive and no sources were missed
in the original search. We then reviewed each
publication with the five criteria we identified in the
“Selection of Literature for the Review” section to
delete the false positives. For example, we deleted
sources that focused on content strategy of web
content only, without referencing the work with
components.

How Data Were Analyzed After independently
collecting the publications and removing the
duplicates, we manually evaluated full texts of all
publications for relevance based on whether the
publications were describing component content
management (as different from other types of
content management). We then compiled results
into a spreadsheet and identified each publication
by its source characteristic and relation to the
research questions. Several times during this
search we discussed the sources found during
videoconference calls.

Next, we coded the selected publications
individually. We first used descriptive codes that
summarized the topic of a unit of qualitative data
[52]; these topics did not abbreviate the content
but rather described it [53]. We then—again
individually—conducted pattern coding to identify
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emergent themes, configurations, and explanations
[54].

When this independent two-level coding was
complete, we compared the assessments during
another videoconference call. With a high initial
agreement rate on the emerging patterns, we
conducted several more discussions to explain our
conclusions until we reached complete consensus.
This dual coding approach helped triangulate the
methodology of this study and strengthen the
results.

Ensuring Credibility and Trustworthiness To
ensure that the data we collected were credible and
trustworthy, we implemented predefined measures
at each stage of our project. First, we conducted
the searches individually to make sure that we
could replicate the search. Second, we reviewed
sources not found in the original search but
referenced by the sources in this original search.
Third, we eliminated all publications with solely
promotional and advertorial messages. Fourth,
we followed the same procedures for coding and
analyzing all publications: each descriptive code
had to be mentioned by at least two publications to
become part of the second cycle of coding. Fifth,
we conducted videoconference calls at several key
points of our project to discuss our findings.

RESULTS
This section presents the results of our review
of the scholarly and trade literature focused on
component content management. We first discuss
the literature included in the review and then report
results for each research question.

Literature Included in the Review Our search
resulted in 93 publications that met our criterion
for inclusion. Out of these publications, 22 came
from scholarly sources and 71 came from trade
sources. Of the scholarly sources, 6 were chapters
published in edited collections and 16 were articles
published in peer-reviewed journals. Of the trade
sources, 12 were books; 7 were chapters published
in edited collections; 29 were articles published in
newsletters, magazines, or conference proceedings;
6 were whitepapers or reports; and 17 were blog
posts.

Answer to Research Question 1: How is
“Content” Defined, Described, and Approached
in the Component Content-Management
Literature? This section provides a synthesis
of the different ways in which the term content

has been defined, described, and approached in
the component content-management literature.
Because all of the literature included in this
review offered at least a sentence definition
of content, we decided to include in response
to Research Question 1 only the component
content-management publications that offered
extended definitions or descriptions of content, or
extended discussions of approaches to content.
Out of the 51 publications that offered extended
definitions, descriptions, or discussions of
approaches, 10 were from scholarly sources and 41
were from trade sources. To answer our research
question, we first review the different ways in which
content has been defined. We then review different
ways content has been described, including the
need for content to be componentized, structured,
and viewed as a business asset. We conclude this
section with a review of widely adopted approaches
to producing componentized, structured content,
focusing specifically on structured authoring and
single sourcing.

Definitions of Content: Across the component
content-management literature, the term content
is used widely to refer to the product- and
service-related information that organizations
produce for their customers and other stakeholders.
The term itself, however, has not been extensively
defined. Rather, the literature tends to focus on
definitions of content components, the stand-alone,
small units of text used to build information
products, such as online Help, user manuals,
and training materials. In his discussion of
the separation of presentation and content in
component content-management contexts, for
example, Clark uses content when referring to
content modules [55].

In the limited publications that do define the
term content, two types of definitions are present:
concrete, product-focused definitions and
conceptual, process-focused definitions. Abel, for
example, defines content as “Any text, image, video,
decoration, or user-consumable elements” that help
people understand “an organization's products or
services, stories, and brand” [56, p. 12]. For Abel,
content is what we produce. Hart offers a similar
definition but adds that content also represents
the processes and contexts that shape “how we
produce and update it” [57, p. 30]. Notably, these
definitions of content are not unique to component
content management; specialists in the other
content disciplines, particularly marketing and
web content management, offer similar definitions.
What tends to distinguish definitions of content in
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the component content-management literature is
their focus on the potential of content, the granular
nature of content, and the markup language and
technology that enables this potential and supports
granularity.

Gollner, for example, defines content in terms of
its potential to become information that supports
decision making and actions [58]. In his definition,
content has potential because in its componentized
form, it can be manipulated in myriad ways.
Offering perhaps the most conceptual definition,
he situates content between data and information
in the data-information-knowledge hierarchy. He
defines content as “potential information,” as the

connective tissue that connects information
transactions to data resources and accumulates
these transactions into the social construction
of grounded knowledge that, in turn, serves
as the basis for sound judgment and effective
action.

Gollner suggests that understanding content in this
way helps content professionals demonstrate the
value of content to business executives and secure
the resources they need to strategically plan for the
governance of content throughout its lifecycle. For
Gollner, content is an asset—it's something that
we want to create and acquire. Information is the
application of that asset.

In addition to being defined as potential information,
content has been defined in more technical terms
as the thing or object contained. Content is the
meaning that is held within and transported by a
container [56], which can be understood as the
“set of standardized markup tags” that contain
the content and allow “technology to automate the
processing of content” [59]. Markup tags define
the object contained and allow for that object to
be manipulated in myriad ways. In this sense,
content—the object—becomes potential information
that can be used for various purposes in various
contexts. It is endowed with qualities that can and
should be exploited. Hart-Davidson describes these
qualities as dynamic (ability of content to stay fresh
and be subject to ongoing revision), customized
(ability of content to change based on audience's
“specific needs, preferences, environment, or some
combination of all of these things”), linked and
distributed (ability of content to be reused “to
ensure consistency of experience and/or trust
in the validity of content”), granular (the ability
to communicate meaning at a micro-level), and
interactive [60, p. 29].

A trend worth noting, as well, is the type of
content on which much of the trade literature on
component content management is now focused.
Whereas early literature primarily focused on
product documentation, which was ideally suited
for the goals of component content management,
literature published within the past five years has
focused more on the potential of component content
management for all product- and service-focused
content, including marketing, learning, and
technical content, as well as web content. This type
of content undergoes frequent, multiple changes;
needs to be delivered in multiple formats; has great
potential for reuse; and requires consistency in
message across the family of information products
required for a single product. Leibtag [61]; McGrane
[39], [62]; and Wachter-Boettcher [36], for example,
point to reusable, structured content as key to an
organization's ability to deliver web content to a
multitude of devices and platforms.

Descriptions of Content: Descriptions of content
in the literature tend to focus most on content
requirements and content value: that is, the need
for content to be componentized and structured
and to be treated as a business asset. The following
sections discuss these requirements and the
business value of content.

Content components: Component content
management, as the name suggests, is about
managing content at a component, or micro, level.
In the literature, various terms have been used to
describe content components, including chunks,
granules, modules, objects, segments, topics, and
units. These terms are often used interchangeably
and always with the goal of differentiating content
created and managed at a granular level from
content created and managed at a document level.
The granular level is generally understood as the
smallest unit of usable information [63]. A warning
statement or the procedure for accomplishing
a particular task is a common example of the
granular level at which content is created and
managed. It is at this level that content can be freed
from the confines of static documents [64] and,
when wrapped in markup tags, can be:

assembled into different information products
(e.g., user guide or training module) rendered
in different outputs (e.g., HTML or ePub) for
different delivery channels (e.g., mobile phones
or websites). [1, p. 10]

In the literature, the document level is generally
understood as the complete information product:
user guide, training module, technical bulletin, and
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so on. The complete information product, however,
can also be the smallest usable unit, as in a mission
statement or product overview. Another way to
think about the relationship between document
and content is offered by Gollner [33]. He describes
document as:

the rendered and delivered form of
communication that contains the content and,
in its production and exchange, transforms
that content from an intended meaning into an
authoritative transaction. (p. 3)

Content components are the building blocks
of information products. While terms such as
granules, modules, and units are commonly used
to describe these blocks, the term topic has gained
the most traction in the past few years, particularly
in the trade literature. Topic derives from the
widely adopted open content standard known as
Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA),
which defines a common structure for content that
promotes the consistent creation, sharing, and
reuse of content. DITA defines three information
types: concept, task, and reference. A topic can be
one of the three types; depending on which type it
is, a topic answers a single question. For example,
if a concept, the topic will generally answer a “what
is?” question; if a task, the topic will generally
answer a “how do I?” question. (See [65]–[67] for
a comprehensive introduction to DITA.) Of the
common terms used to refer to content components,
topic has been defined most extensively. Topic
refers to the content type and the content structure
allowed for that particular type. Because content
components must be structured to achieve the
goals of component content management, topic has
proven a useful term in descriptions of structured
content, the focus of the next section.

Structured content: Without structured content
components, the goals of component content
management—such as single sourcing, content
reuse, and multichannel publishing—are difficult
to achieve [67]–[71]. Day defines structured
content as content “that conforms to structure
and semantic rules that allow machine processing
to meet specific business requirements” [72, p.
62]; structure is achieved by “applying descriptive,
codified markup” to content, which transforms
it “from a single-use commodity into a long-term
asset” [72, p. 63]. Simply put, structured content
is componentized content that is written and
organized in a consistent way according to
predefined rules; formatting concerns are separated
from the authoring process in order to allow content

to be reused and repurposed. In the trade literature,
the term topic-based content is sometimes used
interchangeably with structured content.

Structured content is enabled most often through
XML [35], [73]–[76]. Numerous definitions of XML
can be found in the print literature and online;
all describe XML as a semantic markup language
designed to transport and store data as opposed
to display data. In other words, XML enables the
separation of content from form; it describes the
meaning of content but not rules for displaying
content. The literature indicates that XML has
become the preferred semantic markup language
for creating a data structure for content; however,
other languages, such as Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML), are still in use. HTML5,
which now supports semantic markup through
its microdata extension, also shows promise for
enabling structured content [36].

Structured content has historically been used for
product documentation, but recent component
content-management literature has focused more
on the mobile affordances of structured content,
affordances that make it ideal for far more than
product documentation. Discussions explore the
potential of structured content to automatically
adjust—in presentation and in substance—to
specific user requests and device capabilities,
such as screen size and orientation. New terms
are emerging that attempt to capture the mobile
potential of structured content; these terms include
“intelligent content” [32], [33], [35], [37], [64], [77],
[78]; “adaptive” content [39], [79]; “nimble content”
[34]; “portable content” [80]; “smart content” [81];
and “future-ready content” [36]. It became clear in
our review of the trade literature that the use of
different terms to refer to similar capabilities of
content is largely a result of competing consultants
wanting to own their own term.

But it was also clear that intelligent content is the
term most commonly used and most extensively
defined in the component content-management
literature (notable, only one scholarly source
discussed intelligent content). Intelligent content
has been defined as “content that can be managed
efficiently and dynamically delivered to an
unlimited range of targets using high-precision
automation” [82]. It has been further defined as
content that comprises structured components
that are “not limited to one purpose, technology,
or output”; their rich structure (think structured
authoring) and semantic categorization (think
metadata) make them “automatically discoverable,
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reusable, reconfigurable, and adaptable” [77].
These definitions reflect the multitude of devices
and delivery channels for which content must now
be designed. They also reflect the critical need
for organizations to manage their content more
strategically than they have in the past.

Content as a business asset: In addition to being
defined and described as small units of information
that are structured in accordance with predefined
rules, content has been described in the component
content-management literature as a business asset
that builds customer relationships [56], [83]–[86].
Viewing content as a business asset moves the
focus away from content as a cost center to content
as a critical part of any product or service. Bailie
and Urbina argue that content builds brand and,
thus, directly affects an organization's bottom line
[83]. Brand-building content is any content “that
supports purchasing decisions, pre-sales, or
the relationship between you and your customers,
post-sales”; it includes “product content, marketing
content, technical content, and pass-through
content such as user-generated content and social
media content” [83, p. 5]. Swisher [86] and Riley,
Ames, and Jones [85] cite research indicating
that the majority of people now make purchasing
decisions based solely on their interaction with the
content that describes a product.

When understood as a critical part of an
organization's products or services, content is more
likely to be treated by business leaders as an asset
that must be appropriately funded and resourced. It
becomes something that must be carefully planned,
created, governed, and measured throughout its
lifecycle. Although not the focus of this review,
we want to note that key voices in the web and
marketing content space (e.g., [87], [88]) have also
made important contributions to organizational
conversations on the value of content and the need
for content to be viewed as a critical part of any
product or service.

Approaches to Content: Two approaches to
producing componentized, structured content
are discussed most often in the component
content-management literature: structured
authoring and single sourcing.

Structured authoring: The process of creating
componentized, structured content is widely
referred to in the literature as structured authoring
or structured writing, an authoring methodology
that enables the separation of content from form,
content reuse, and multichannel publishing.

Although definitions of structured authoring in the
literature vary in terms of wording and specificity,
they share a common theme. This theme is the use
of predefined rules to create consistently organized
categories of information that can be reused in
multiple contexts. (See, for example, [67], [74], and
[75].)

These rules are dictated by XML standards, such
as DITA, and content models that describe the
content. Content models define the key content
types (for example, procedures and concepts) and
their interrelationships, and they communicate
the structure and meaning of content [89, p. 52],
[37, p. 273]. A document-type definition (DTD) or
XML schema captures the predefined rules; content
tagged with XML markup elements can then be
validated against the DTD or schema before being
rendered into an output [74], [89]. DITA, DocBook,
and S1000D are the most widely used DTDs
for structuring content; the literature, however,
primarily focuses on DITA, a focus that indicates
that adoption of DITA has now far surpassed that
of DocBook and S1000D.

Our review of the literature suggests that structured
authoring is a mature, well-established authoring
methodology in the product documentation space.
Our review also suggests that structured authoring
has yet to be widely adopted outside the product
documentation space. Much debate exists around
the question of how to make structured authoring
more compatible with the web. Some argue that
structured authoring has not yet proven its
relevance and usefulness on the web. (See [90] and
the reply thread.) Others argue that structured
authoring is key to freeing content from locked
forms (think documents or webpages), but existing
content management and publishing tools do not
work well for web content and, thus, need to evolve
[91], [92].

A handful of key voices in the component
content-management literature has developed
workarounds for making structured authoring more
compatible with the web. Wachter-Boettcher [36],
for example, advocates the use of custom relational
database schemas with web content-management
systems to achieve structured authoring goals.
Alternatively, Baker [93] advocates the use of
his own SPFE Open Toolkit, an architecture
for web-first publishing. (SPFE refers to the
four layers of the architecture: Synthesis,
Presentation, Formatting, and Encoding.) Because
structured authoring enables content reuse and
multichannel publishing, we expect the component
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content-management literature to focus more on
structured authoring for the web in the coming
years. We also expect to see a stronger integration
of structured authoring tools and web platforms.

Single sourcing: Structured content can be reused
in multiple contexts and delivered through multiple
channels. Reuse and multichannel publishing are
key goals of component content management,
and they are often discussed in the component
content-management literature as the intended
outcomes of single sourcing, generally understood
as a systematic method for writing content once
and reusing it in multiple contexts for multiple
purposes [4], [12], [67], [73], [94], [95]. Single
sourcing, which relies on structured content stored
in a single information source, such as a database,
creates “more opportunities for reuse across
product lines, audiences and information products”
[67, p. 13], allowing organizations to use the same
content “in multiple relevant deliverables, such
as technical manuals, helps systems, knowledge
bases or eLearning content” [71]. These deliverables
can be pushed to end users through different
channels, such as PDF, ePub, and HTML, and can
be accessed from a wide range of digital devices.

A key to effective single sourcing is the use of
semantic markup, which allows the separation
of content from form. This means that content
is marked based on what it is rather than how
it should look [94]. As described in the section
“Structured Content,” XML is used during
the authoring process to mark content for its
meaning. During the publishing process, stylesheet
standards, such as XSL, are then used to transform
content into different outputs. Often-cited benefits
of separating content from presentation/form
include improved content quality and increased
presentation consistency [55], [94], [95]. Clark,
however, raises concerns about these benefits being
too readily accepted as truths; the wide adoption of
the separation of content and form, he suggests,
has happened without discussion “of the rhetorical
assumptions that underlie it and the implications
of those assumptions for our work” [55, p. 36].
In his article, Clark scrutinizes the separation,
exploring questions that examine what it means
to separate presentation from content, how it is
done, and how it impacts the work of content
professionals. He urges content professionals to
avoid readily accepting common promises of the
separation, opting instead to critically examine how
the technologies used to support the separation are
designed and implemented [55, p. 57-58].

In the component content-management literature,
scholarly publications such as Clark's have tended
to offer more critical perspectives on single sourcing
than have trade publications, which tend to focus
on the how and why of single sourcing. For example,
scholars, such as Andersen [1], Hart-Davidson [60],
Sapienza [63], and Swarts [96], have examined the
impact of single sourcing on rhetorical work. Unlike
other scholars who argue that single sourcing
represents a return to positivism (for example, [97]),
these scholars argue that single sourcing is very
much a rhetorical act but one that looks different
in component content-management contexts than
it does in traditional publishing contexts. To better
understand the changing nature and location
of rhetorical work, they call for more empirical
research.

Answer to Research Question 2: What Processes
and Tools are Organizations Adopting to Achieve
the Goals of Component Content Management?
In the component content-management literature,
the processes and tools required to support
component content management are increasingly
referred to as content strategy. While content
strategy is also the term used in marketing and
web content-management literature to describe
required processes and tools, literature that
focuses on component-based content strategy is
specifically concerned with component content
management. This literature began to emerge in
2009. This is the point at which, wrote Molisani,
“content management systems and multichannel
publishing gained a foothold in industry” and,
consequently, content strategy gained recognition
“as a needed, full-time, specialized skill or
profession” [98, p. 7]. A number of key voices in the
component content-management discourse have
since called content strategy a new field of practice
[59], [82], [83]. As such, emerging component
content-management literature has focused on
defining component-based content strategy and
describing its key parts. For example, in 2013,
Abel and Bailie called on expert practitioners to
contribute to a lexicon for content strategy. The
result is a new book, The Language of Content
Strategy, which offers definitions of 52 content
strategy concepts and deliverables.

When referring to a component-based
content strategy, the authors of component
content-management publications almost always
use the simplified term content strategy. But the
authors of web and marketing content strategy
publications also use content strategy to refer to
the strategies, processes, and tools required to
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support web content or marketing content projects.
Because these authors are most concerned with
web development projects and user experience
optimization, their publications tend not to focus
on the processes and tools required to support
structured content for reuse and multichannel
publishing. Rather, their publications tend to
focus on the processes and tools required to
prepare content for display on the page or screen;
writers write copy about topics without breaking
those topics into the same level of granularity
that component-based content strategy considers.
Notably, some web content strategists have cited
this focus as a limitation in the respective literature
and have argued for the adoption of structured
content processes. (See, for example, [39], [40],
[61], and [62].) Given this limitation, we included
in this review only those publications that focused
specifically on (component-based) content strategy,
and we used content strategy to refer to the type
of content strategy discussed in the component
content-management literature.

This section synthesizes the different ways in which
content strategy has been defined and described in
the component content-management literature. Of
the 93 total publications that we reviewed for this
study, 26 focused on content strategy. Of these,
6 were trade books, all published since 2012; 9
were articles published in two special issues of
trade magazines (Intercom, May 2013; Bulletin
of the American Society of Information Science
and Technology, Dec./Jan. 2011); and 11 were
newsletter articles and blog posts. As a relatively
new field, (component-based) content strategy
has not yet been the subject of empirical study.
Only two scholarly publications have examined
the topic. One articulates the best practices in
content strategy and argues that these practices
are changing the nature and location of rhetorical
work in organizations that produce intelligent
content [1]. The other offers a macroscopic view
of component content-management practices in
organizations and explains the various tasks that
represent an organization's collective effort to
develop a content strategy [99]. We integrate these
discussions into our synthesis.

We first review literature that argues for the need for
content strategy. We then review overlapping and
competing definitions of content strategy. Finally,
we describe the processes and tools recommended
for developing and implementing a content strategy.

Importance of Content Strategy: Content is being
consumed in more ways than ever, pushing

organizations to manage their content more
strategically [83], [84], [100], [101]. Companies
are also producing more content more often and
in more languages than ever before. The reasons
for increased content production include keeping
pace with shorter product development cycles,
supporting multiple product configurations, and
selling products around the globe [84], [102]. A
content strategy is required to support the complex
process of creating and managing large volumes
of content consumed in myriad ways. When that
content needs to be structured in order to make
it highly portable and adaptable and needs to
be delivered to multiple channels in multiple
formats for varied audiences and purposes, a
(component-based) content strategy is required.

Swisher [101] asserts that strategic management of
content is critical to a company's ability to compete
in today's global market. Strategic management is
essential “to contain expenses, control brand, avoid
contradiction, present a unified corporate message,
improve search and findability, and more.” One way
companies are implementing strategic management
is by making their product content, from product
support to sales materials, accessible to customers
through a single online portal. This convergence
of content requires content to be consistent
across departments, such as marketing, training,
technical publications, and product support. If
customers encounter inconsistent or conflicting
product information accessed from different portal
sections, their resulting confusion or frustration
can negatively affect the product brand [35], [83]. A
(component-based) content strategy—with its focus
on modular, structured, reusable components of
content—supports a consistent message across all
product information touch points.

Much of the component content-management
literature that focused on content strategy describes
how multiple departments within an organization
can sync their content strategy. O'Keefe and Pringle,
for example, encourage departments to locate
shared content assets and unify their resources
in order to develop customer-facing content more
efficiently and to ensure “that customers receive
consistent information and a unified message”
[84]. Benefits of a sound content strategy include,
among others, improved customer experience
with a company's products [35], [58], [83], [103];
improved customer ability to both find information
and learn about products [58]; improved customer
feedback on products and product information [58];
and increased revenue or operational savings [104].
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Definitions of Content Strategy: Because
(component-based) content strategy is an
emerging field of practice, most publications
focused on this type of content strategy begin
by proffering a definition. These definitions have
been understandably varied, as key voices in the
component content-management discourse, most
of whom direct competing consultancies, have
authored the majority of the literature to date.
Varying definitions represent each consultancy's
attempt to coin vocabulary and to sell its particular
approach to content strategy. Nevertheless,
definitions in the literature share a common
theme: a content strategy is a systematic plan that
defines how content will be created, managed,
and delivered, and this plan should grow out of
business goals and needs as well as customer
goals and needs [64], [83], [105]–[107]. Key to this
theme is an understanding that content strategy
covers all aspects of the move to component
content management, from defining business goals
and accounting for an organization's content to
developing a company-wide strategy for producing,
evaluating, governing, and publishing content.

The success of content that has been structured
for reuse and multichannel publishing depends
on the content strategy that governs its lifecycle.
Bailie and Urbina liken content strategy to house
construction in the following analogy:

Content strategy is to writing what house
construction is to decorating. Decorating may
be what denotes quality to the human eye, but
it is construction quality that keeps the house
standing strong. Similarly, writing (or copy) is
what readers see, but it's the construction of
that copy—the content strategy—that makes it
useful to your customers. [83, p. 4]

Most discussions of content strategy focus on
building a framework for managing content that
spans an organization, from the technical content
produced in product support and documentation
departments to the web content produced in
marketing departments. This company-wide
focus grows out of the need for organizations
to view content as a business asset that builds
customer relationships [85], [103], [107], [108].
Some organizations are attempting to build
customer relationships through a focus on the
total information experience. This focus is, in part,
achieved through the following efforts:

• Content convergence (“merging an organization's
business-critical content into a single portal from

which customers can find everything they need
to know about a product or service”)

• Content customization and personalization
(allowing customers to “call up just the
content that they need when they need it” and
“aggregate , display, and filter [content] based
on personal preferences”)

• User participation in content creation (“offering
customers the ability to create, rate, and
comment on content as well as to converse with
other users about content in discussion forums”)
[1, pp. 129–131].

The ability to converge content and offer customers
customized and personalized content as well as the
option to participate in content creation requires
organizations to adopt a company-wide content
strategy, what The Rockley Group [109] calls a
Unified Content Strategy and Nichol's [108] more
generally calls an enterprise content strategy.

Processes and Tools for Content Strategy: As an
emerging field, (component-based) content strategy
is not a practice with which most professional and
technical communicators are highly experienced
or skilled. To address this training gap, key voices
in the component content-management discourse
have published an array of literature focused on
best practices. Much of this literature is intended
to guide organizations through the process of
developing and implementing a content strategy.
This process is described in terms of its parts or
stages, the interaction of these parts or stages
over time, and the content technologies required
to support the process.

What Are the Parts of Component-based
Content Strategy and How Does It Work? The
component content-management literature focused
on content strategy describes different approaches
to developing and implementing a strategy. Though
different, these approaches generally identify
and describe key strategy components, such as
concepts, stages, activities, methodologies, tools,
deliverables, and roles. Swisher, for example,
identified the following components: single
sourcing, content-management systems, content
reuse, XML with or without DITA, multichannel
publishing, feedback loop to facilitate content
updates, publishing channel, and format needs
[70]. Similarly, Rockley and Gollner identified the
essential components as content models; reuse
strategy; taxonomy strategy; intelligent processes
(workflow); and implementation, which includes
XML (and use of DITA or DocBook) and content
management and delivery tools (authoring tools,
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content-management systems, delivery systems)
[64]. For the most part, descriptions of strategy
components have lacked standardization and
have varied widely in their breadth and depth of
coverage.

Abel and Bailie, recognizing this problem, were
the first to attempt to standardize the diversity
of terms being used. In The Language of Content
Strategy, they group 52 commonly used terms into
five categories:

• Core concepts: foundational terms, such as
content lifecycle and content standard, that
“underpin the discipline of content strategy” [59,
p. 11]

• Core deliverables: common project deliverables,
such as content inventory and content analysis,
that “create a baseline understanding of the
content in a project” [59, p. 35]

• Technical concepts: terms, such as single
sourcing and structured content, that describe
“the technical side of content strategy” [59, p. 59]

• Extended deliverables: project-specific
deliverables, such as wireframe and governance
model, that “may be required only on some
project types” [59, p. 87]

• Global content: terms, such as translation
and localization, that “practitioners who are
asked to globalize their content offerings” must
understand [59, p. 107]

Their goal in grouping commonly used terms
in this way was to help practitioners have
meaningful conversations with external and
internal stakeholders, hiring managers, and
recruiters to better understand what they are
looking for in job candidates, and students and
instructors to make sense of the new discipline
[59, p. 8]. Future research will hopefully reveal the
advantages/disadvantages of this standardization
and the extent to which this standardization effort
has had an impact on content strategy practice.

Whereas The Language of Content Strategy offers
a common vocabulary to describe the field of
(component-based) content strategy, other trade
books on the market make a business case for
content strategy followed by a description of key
stages and associated tasks of developing and
implementing a content strategy. These books
include Content Everywhere: Strategy and Structure
for Future-Ready Content [110]; Content Strategy:
Connecting the Dots Between Business, Brand,
and Benefits [83]; Content Strategy 101: Transform
Technical Content into a Business Asset [84];

Enterprise Content Strategy [108]; and Managing
Enterprise Content: A Unified Content Strategy [35].
The different content strategy roadmaps offered
in these trade books have the following stages in
common:

• starting with a comprehensive analysis of
business and customer requirements and of the
content corpus and lifecycle;

• moving to the design of content models,
metadata, and workflow followed by the
implementation of structured authoring
methods, standards, and tools; and

• rolling out of a change-management plan, pilot
project, and, ultimately, the full component
content-management project, including new
component content-management processes and
technologies [35], [36], [83], [84], [108].

These stages and their associated tasks align
with Hart-Davidson's assessment of the diverse
component content-management tasks that
organizations must orchestrate [99]. These tasks
include creating and managing content objects,
“defining relationships among these, and specifying
display conditions for specific views of these,”
and “designing and managing workflows and
production models” [99, p. 135]. Hart-Davidson, in
the first scholarly publication focused on content
strategy, argues for a broader, more nuanced view
of component content management than what
has been offered in previous scholarship. His
macroscopic view vastly expands the long-held
single-sourcing view with its focus on the “explicit
and managed approach” required to develop and
disseminate information in organizations.

A (component-based) content strategy is often
described in the trade books as a roadmap or plan
of action for transitioning to component content
management. But a roadmap or plan is just that—a
set of guidelines for getting from point A to B. Some
have argued for thinking of content strategy in the
context of the larger content lifecycle, or the various
phases of development through which content
moves [35], [106], [111], [112]. The implementation
of a content strategy initiates several iterative
phases of the content lifecycle; these phases have
been described as creation, review, management,
and delivery [35, p. 89] and analysis, collection,
management, and publishing [83, p. 236]. The
content lifecycle has also been described as the
“process that defines the series of changes in the
life of any piece of content, including reproduction,
from creation onward” [59, p. 16]. Thinking of
content strategy in the context of a larger content
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lifecycle helps organizations track the past, present,
and future of each component of content.

What Technologies Are Required to Support
Component-Based Content Strategy? Three
technologies are generally required to support the
implementation of a (component-based) content
strategy: an XML authoring tool, a component
content-management system, and a publishing
system [35], [67], [76]. These three technologies
are normally used sequentially in the content
lifecycle (create, manage, output). Their purpose
and function have been described in the literature
as follows:

• XML Authoring Tools: These tools, also called
XML editors or structured editors, allow for the
creation of and reuse of structured content. They
can read and enforce a schema or DTD, thus
ensuring that writers include all of the required
components—and only those components—for
a particular information product [67]. Most
tools also show content in a WYSIWYG view
(shows content structure through tags and
hierarchy) and a full XML view. Commonly used
XML authoring tools include Arbortext Editor,
structured FrameMaker, and XMetal [113]. These
tools are often integrated with a component
content-management system.

• Component Content-Management Systems:
These systems are packages of integrated
technologies—XML authoring tools, standards
(schemas or DTDs), database platforms, and
publishing engines—used to collect, manage,
and publish content components [42]. They
allow for components to be assembled in myriad
ways, but each component “has its own lifecycle
(owner, version, approval, use) and can be
tracked individually, or as part of an assembly”
[35, p. 297]. Trippe notes that component
content-management systems often share the
following characteristics:

a repository for storage of XML-encoded
content objects; mechanisms to check-in,
check-out, and version the content;
workflow to support editorial and publishing
operations; and interfaces to connect the
component content management technology
to editing, content transformation, and
publishing tools. [114, p. ii]

Most component content-management systems
also provide enhanced support for DITA. These
systems are often integrated with publishing
tools.

• Publishing tools: These tools, also called delivery
engines or systems, support the assembly and
formatting of content components and the
delivery of those components to a variety of
outputs (for example, HTML, PDF, ePub) for
different delivery channels (for example, web,
print, mobile). Most of these tools support
XSL. Another commonly used publishing tool
is the DITA Open Toolkit, a set of Java-based,
open source tools that provide a mechanism
for transforming XML DITA content (maps and
topics) into a variety of outputs.

Implementing a (component-based) content
strategy requires organizations to not only adopt
new technologies but also new business, workflow,
governance, and communication processes. These
processes are generally implemented, or set into
motion, at the point when organizations begin to
use their component content-management system.
Not surprisingly, component content-management
system implementations tend to be plagued
with problems, a topic that has been widely
discussed in the component content-management
literature [19]–[24], [115]. Problematic or failed
implementations have been attributed to a lack of
analysis and strategic planning before selecting a
component content-management system [24]–[30].
Several consultant groups have responded
to the need for more analysis and planning
with trade publications that offer component
content-management initiative leaders guidance
in developing and deploying a content strategy.
These publications also often highlight the need
for leaders to assess organizational readiness for
component content management and to develop
a change-management plan that emphasizes
stakeholder input, communication, and training.
(See, for example, [22], [27], [28], [30], [35], [65],
and [84].)

Overall Characterization of the Component
Content-Management Literature Our review
of the component content-management literature
reveals that the discipline of component content
management has matured a great deal since
2012. Comprehensive trade books that focused on
best practices for developing and implementing
a (component-based) content strategy are strong
evidence that component content management is
well on its way to standardizing its core concepts,
methodologies, processes, and technologies. The
emergence of the term content strategy itself
represents widespread recognition that component
content management was in great need of a
roadmap.
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Guidelines and strategies introduced in these
trade books have been the foci of discussion
on numerous component content-management
blogs and online forums, where component
content-management specialists write about
content strategy best practices and elicit robust
follow-up discussions from other component
content-management specialists and practitioners.
In these discussions, ideas, experiences, and
definitions are shared and scrutinized—a kind of
knowledge-generating crosstalk that often leads to
consensus building. For example, when Abel [116]
published, “What is Dynamic Publishing, Anyway?”,
and posed the same question to key voices in the
industry, 19 component content-management
specialists responded. One outgrowth of the robust,
knowledge-generating discussion that ensued was
Abel's and Bailie's idea to publish The Language
of Content Strategy, which represents the coming
together of 52 specialists to decide and define the
terms that form the core of the content strategy
discipline.

Ten years ago, the component content-management
trade literature largely focused on technical content
strategies; today, the literature largely focuses on
integrated content strategies, or content strategies
that account for managing and publishing content
created across the enterprise. However, there
remains much debate in component content
management and web development circles on how
to make modular, structured content—the core
of an integrated content strategy—work for the
web, where customers now expect to find all of the
information they need about a particular product or
service. XML standards such as DITA, many argue,
do not yet integrate well with HTML and cascading
style sheets; further, successful approaches to
creating reusable content that can be repurposed
for sales, marketing, technical documentation,
and customer support have not been documented
enough to suggest a best practice or repeatable
model.

Whereas trade publications have gone a long way
in advancing the discipline of component content
management, scholarly publications have had
seemingly little impact. We see two reasons for
this. First, only a handful of scholarly publications
have focused on component content management,
notably one or two a year. The year 2008 was
a notable exception—Technical Communication
Quarterly published a special issue and George
Pullman and Baotong Gu published an edited
collection focused on content management. In
both of these publications, however, only a few of

the articles and chapters focused specifically on
component content management: others focused
on web content management and course content
management. Second, there is surprisingly little
crosstalk between trade publications and scholarly
publications. In our review of trade publications,
we saw no references to research conducted by
scholars in the field of technical and professional
communication; likewise, in our review of scholarly
publications, we saw only a few references to
the publications, discussions, and activities
that have defined and shaped the component
content-management practitioner discourse. The
need for more crosstalk between practitioners and
scholars is certainly not a new issue [24], [45],
[46], [117], [118], but it is one that persists without
resolution.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In this section, we conclude by describing
implications of this study to research and theory
as well as to practice in the field of technical
and professional communication. We also note
limitations of the study and provide suggestions
for future research.

Conclusions Several gaps and needs were
apparent in our review of the literature. We discuss
these gaps and needs in the following sections.

Implications to Research and Theory: The results of
our study reveal a dearth of research on all aspects
of component content management. In the scholarly
literature, we found just four empirical studies:
three qualitative [21], [24], [96] and one quantitative
[4]. Two of these studies [21], [24] examined the
diffusion of component content management in
technical and professional communication work
groups; the researchers asked similar questions,
shared similar research designs, and found that
cultural and rhetorical dynamics largely shape
the outcome of a component content-management
diffusion project. Although all four studies have
implications for practice, the studies have not
been cited in the trade literature, a finding we
attribute to practitioners not having easy access
to peer-reviewed journals and researchers not
articulating how practitioners might use their study
results.

In the trade literature, we found several
white papers, articles, and trade books that
reported the results of surveys on component
content-management practices and trends, such
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as the state of the industry [116], user-generated
content [119], and structured authoring
[120]. Though not fully developed studies,
these surveys provide content professionals
data useful for making important component
content-management-related business decisions.
Survey data, however, are limited in that they
do not help content professionals answer more
complex how or why questions, such as why
users access and use content the way that they
do. Andersen [121], Burrows [122], Hackos and
Hackos [123], and Hoeber [124] have noted this
limitation and have criticized the tendency of
content professionals to make important business
decisions based on quantitative data alone or,
worse, long-standing practices and old habits.

What is clear from our review of the literature
is that component content management as a
discipline lacks a strong research foundation as
well as strong research-practice connections.
A coherent, robust, and ambitious component
content-management research agenda is needed,
and this agenda should, ideally, lead to studies that
both advance scholarship and improve component
content-management practice. We particularly
stress the need for component content-management
research studies that respond to research questions
and priorities identified in practice and, in turn,
feed the results back into practice so to improve
practice, at which point new research questions
and priorities can be formulated. Some preliminary
work to identify research questions and priorities
has already been done. We discuss these questions
and priorities and what they suggest for future
research below.

Because so few scholarly publications have
focused on component content management,
we see a tremendous opportunity and need to
further theorize the changes to technical and
professional communication work brought on by
component content management. Theorizing that
has been done includes rethinking rhetorical work
as symbolic-analytic work in content strategy
frameworks [1]; interrogating the separation of
content from form [55]; building a rhetoric of
objects, relationships, and views [60]; examining
how reusable content builds actor networks
[96]; and designing content-management system
authoring tools to allow writers to more fully
participate in knowledge work [125].

These works offer a more critical understanding of
particular facets of a discipline that has seen rapid
evolution and adoption in the past ten years and

that challenges the very core of what technical and
professional communication is and its limits. They
also offer strong theoretical foundations on which
new research might be built.

But these works are limited in their lack of
connection to the everyday practice of component
content management and to their lack of
accessibility to practitioners interested in applying
theory to practice. We'd like to see more work
that makes explicit theory-practice connections
and speaks to a broader audience of both
researchers and practitioners. We think Andersen's
“Planning for the Shaping Force of Cultural
Dynamics in a Component Content-Management
System Implementation” is a good model of
what such work might look like [126]. Andersen
offers content-management project leaders a
comprehensive set of theoretically grounded
research questions that they can use to gather data
in order to better understand the cultural dynamics
around a project.

We believe theories about rhetoric of technology,
technology transfer and diffusion, information
design, user-centered design, activity, actor
networks, genre, and human–computer interaction
may be particularly informative to component
content-management practice. Activity theory, for
example, can be a useful tool for understanding
the diffusion of content technologies as highly
contextualized, mediated processes. Likewise,
Rhetorical Genre theory can be a useful tool for
understanding re-usable components of content
as a genre characterized by potentiality that stems
from their dynamic, adaptive, and structured
nature. Components defined as genre may also help
communicators make compelling arguments as to
why a content strategy that spans an organization
must be component based.

Implications to Practice: The results of this study
demonstrate the vast impact that component
content management has had and will continue
to have on the practice of professional and
technical communication. Content professionals
now have to be concerned with much more than
writing, editing, and designing documents. In
component content-management contexts, they
often take on key roles in larger organizational
initiatives to integrate information development
and management processes. These roles require
the ability to effectively collaborate with global and
cross-disciplinary teams, model and structure a
large corpus content, and plan and implement
appropriate component content-management
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processes and tools. To have meaningful agency
in these organizations, content professionals need
to think less like writers and editors and more
like managers, business analysts, and content
engineers.

It is clear from our review of the literature that
component content management requires different
roles and skills than those required in traditional
information development environments that rely
on desktop publishing tools. As has occurred with
(component-based) content strategy in the past
five years, efforts to define and describe the core
roles and skills of today's content professional are
underway, and we predict that this topic will also be
a central focus in the next wave of trade literature.
Descriptions of new roles and skills are certain
to have significant implications for training and
education in the field of technical and professional
communication.

Whereas descriptions of new roles and skills
are just beginning to appear in the literature,
descriptions of content strategy are now extensive
and comprehensive, suggesting that content
strategy has become a mature practice. But we
see a clear disconnect between the key voices in
content strategy who focus on component content
and the key voices in content strategy who focus on
marketing or web content. Recent trade literature
has begun to bring these voices into conversation,
with the goal of strategizing on how to better
integrate web and component-based content
strategy. We predict this topic will be a central
focus in the next wave of trade literature because
the ability to publish web and marketing content
to multiple channels is now a requirement given
the proliferation of mobile devices; we are already
seeing rich debate in the blogosphere on the topic
of structured content for the web. For example, a
2013 poll conducted by TechWhirl asked readers to
respond to the question: “Can structured authoring
and writing content for web delivery co-exist
in the real world today?”; 92% of respondents
answered, “Yes,” and 67% of those commented that
“content management and publishing tools need
to evolve to allow for web formats, customizable
versioning and integration into more systems” [92].

Future literature on this topic will likely grow
out of new collaborations among key players in
component-based, web, and marketing content
strategy. Component content management, with its
focus on structured content that is highly adaptable
and portable, will likely be the foundation on which

new approaches to integrated content strategy are
built.

Limitations The study has several limitations,
but these limitations do not invalidate the findings.
First, while we wanted to cover the territory of
component content management in all of its facets,
we had to be aware of the article-length constraints.
That is why we decided to exclude an extended
discussion of the ways in which component
content management is changing the roles and
required skills of today's professional and technical
communicators. Changing roles and skills is an
area large enough to justify a separate study and
is an excellent area for future research. Second,
four authors (Bailie, Gollner, Hackos, and Rockley)
have the highest citation count in the literature
review. This high citation count, however, is a sign
of high productivity in publications on component
content management. Rather than a bias, it is
a call for research and publication for scholarly
and industry researchers. Third, we focused on
sources in English language only because of the
largely English-speaking audience of the journal.
In addition, we were concerned with the feasibility
of a multilanguage literature review that required
either a large translation budget or involvement
of researchers who spoke 10+ languages. Fourth,
we gave the same weight to peer-reviewed and
non-peer-reviewed publications. This approach
was justified by our goal of bringing scholarly and
industry authors into a dialogue.

Suggestions for Future Research Our study
reveals the need for a coherent, robust, and
ambitious component content-management
research agenda for the field of technical and
professional communication. So too does it
reveal the need for empirical studies that both
advance scholarship and improve component
content-management practice. A number of
scholars have called for such an agenda [24], [42],
[55], [63], [115], [117], [127], [128], and we believe
now is the time for the field to commit to action.

Both scholars and practitioners have identified
research priorities and questions on which an
agenda might be built. We describe some of these
priorities and questions as follows:

• Diffusion and adoption of content-management
systems. Dayton [21] and Andersen [24],
[126] identify the diffusion and adoption of
content-management systems in information
development teams as a priority research area.
Dayton offers a hybrid analytical framework to
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study diffusion and adoption while Andersen
offers a series of research questions for developing
in-depth studies on this priority area. Andersen
[126] points to the need to study not only the
diffusion of component content-management
technologies but also the diffusion of component
content-management initiatives: that is, how
organizations are transitioning from desktop
publishing to component content management
and what challenges they are facing and why.
She offers a set of research questions intended
to guide studies that can lead to more critical
approaches to component content management.

• Content quality and usability. Another identified
priority research area is that of content quality
and usability [15], [63], [75], [129], [130].
Gattis [130] and Sapienza [63] problematized
unexamined quality assumptions behind
structured content components and called for
studies that investigate what Sapienza referred to
as an “apparent a-textuality and a-rhetoricality”
of component content management [63, p. 84].
The nonsequential and nonreferential qualities
of content components, noted Gattis, may very
well make content difficult for end users to
understand [130]. We do not know if this is the
case, however, because we have yet to study
users interacting with such content.

• Global content management. Our review of the
literature also revealed a need for studies that
examine global component content management.
Most organizations that have adopted component
content management are creating information
products in more than one language. This means
that questions of quality and usability need to
be examined in connection with linguistic and
cultural parameters [129]–[131]. As two studies
conducted by Batova show, many current
assumptions of the benefits of component
content management for translation/localization
are contradictory [131], [132].

• Structured authoring for the web. As we note
earlier, trade literature focused on marketing,
and web content management is beginning to
address how structured authoring processes
and tools can be made more compatible with
the web [36], [91]–[93]. New research that
examines this question has the potential to
significantly improve practice. Questions such
as the following might serve as good starting
points for designing empirical studies: Why

has structured authoring not yet been widely
adopted outside the product documentation
space? To what extent are organizations that
have adopted structured authoring processes for
marketing, web, and technical content successful
in achieving their content goals? What do these
processes look like and how do they work? How
can component-based content management and
publishing tools better support marketing and
web content?

• Program and curriculum design in technical
and professional communication. Changing
roles and required skill sets in component
content-management environments have
significant implications for the teaching of
technical and professional communication. We
need new research that articulates specific
changes needed in program and curriculum
design and presents curriculums for teaching
component content management. During the
literature search, we identified only four sources
that provide pedagogical materials: Robidoux
[74], McDaniel and Steward [133], Sapienza [63],
and McShane [134]. We need to build on these
works and develop curriculums that focus on
learning outcomes that embrace the component
content-management paradigm.

The question of whether or not users
find information products assembled from
structured content components easy to use and
understand is one of great interest to component
content-management practitioners. In a 2012
and 2013 survey on research needs conducted
by the Center for Information-Development
Management (CIDM), respondents identified user
behavior as one of two research areas of highest
priority, with content strategy being the other
[121], [135]. Additional research priority areas
included metrics and measurements as well as
processes and practices (particularly around the
topics of agile development, differences across
organizational cultures and industries, and best
practices). The CIDM research surveys, an outcome
of collaboration between a small group of industry
professionals and scholars, offer scholars in the
field of technical and professional communication
a productive starting point for developing a
component content-management research agenda
that has the potential to advance scholarship and
improve practice.
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